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Stitches included in this tutorial :

spider web stitch
ribbed spider web stitch

Spider Web Stitch

1) Stitch the star shape around which you will be weaving your flower. (it is vital to have an odd number of
arms, or the stitch won’t work) I used 2 colours, here, so that the steps would be clearer, but the whole flower
should be stitched using one single colour.

2) Bring out the needle in the centre of the star shape and stitch the flower by weaving your needle through
the arms of the star shape (above, under, above, under, etc.) and so on until the whole star is covered by the
woven flower.
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Eyelet Web Stitch (& variation) Tutorial
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Ribbed Spider Web Stitch

1) Stitch the star shape around which you will be weaving your flower. (it doesn’t matter whether you use an
odd or an even number of arms – it will work regardless) I used 2 colours, here, so that the steps would be
clearer, but the whole flower should be stitched using one single colour.

2) Bring your needle out through the centre of the star shape, and start working your flower: weave your
needle under one of the branches, then go back and do so again so as to curl your cotton around this branch,
then you carry on under the following branch. Curl your cotton around the latest branch you’re working on,
then under the next branch, and so on until all the branches are concealed.

If you enjoyed stitching the (classic or ribbed) Spider Web Stitch, you may like some of the following designs:

Ref. BTF100-SCIC Ref. CFL001-BISC Ref. RCH240-JWLR Ref. SGDN001-BISC Ref. PPY050-BKMK Ref. SWTH180-SCH

These designs, and many more, are available on

www.fabyreilly.com
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